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Okano Yoshiko

Okano Yoshiko is a Non-player character originally created by mizunoyoroko for the YSS Genei plot. She
is currently controlled by raz.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=members:mizunoyoroko
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Okano Yoshiko
Species: NH-29
Gender: Female

Age: 12
Zodiac Sign:

Height: 160cm (5'3“)
Weight: 45kg (99lbs)
Bra Size:

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Starship Captain

Rank: Chusa
Current Placement: YSS Kōkatsu

Physical Characteristics

Height: 160cm (5'3”) Mass: 45kg (99lbs) Measurements: Bra Size:

Build and Skin Colour: Yoshiko is an average build for a Nekovalkyrja. Her thin body has some shapely
curves. Her skin is a soft pink color.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Yoshiko has a rounded face, here eyes are two large golden orbs.

Hair Colour and Style: Yoshiko has long white hair, though it is usually done up in a bun of sorts. She
often leaves her bangs to hang down in front of her face creating a 'frame' of sorts.

Distinguishing Features: Aside from her white hair, there is nothing really distinguishing about
Yoshiko.

Psychological Characteristics

Yoshiko is a rebel at heart. Even though she would obeys orders and was very professional during
missions, off-duty she became a monster who tried to assert her individuality at any turn. If something
felt good, she did it, living for the moment as it suited her. Before being offered command, she had her
hair changed from its natural black to a shocking white as a final brazen display of her individuality. Now
she's more serious and a firm commander who tries to not take herself seriously, but at the same time
wants to see those under her excel as well. This often makes her come across as ambitious and
impatient to people outside of her close friends and comrades.

Likes: Fish, Rice, Fresh Ideas, Booze, Parties, People who speak for themselves Dislikes: People with low
self-esteem, unambitious people, rigidity, conformity Goals:

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=species:nekovalkyrja:nh-29
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:start
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:occupations:starship_captain
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:chusa
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=plots:yss_kokatsu
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History

Family (or Creators)

Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Yoshiko was created to serve in SAINT. Her roles have always varied which has given her a large
understanding of SAINT operational procedure as well as the various roles involved within. Coupled with
her ambitious attitude, Yoshiko has always performed exceedingly well in all of her operations and
simulations. The main issue for concern however was the stints that Yoshiko would go on post-mission.
On one occasion Yoshiko found her way into the captain's quarters completely smashed. The captain
arrived a half hour later to find her nest full of vomit and Yoshiko sleeping peacefully to the side. On
another she dramatically redecorated her room from Star Army standards to a Neo-Kyoto Rave Pit,
complete with blaring music. In spite of all of that, whenever deployed she produced good results. With a
careful eye, her superiors recommended her for promotion, hoping that the responsibilities of command
would mellow her out. So far, they haven't been incorrect. Yoshiko's scores in officer training and
command training have been slightly above average, though they haven't noticed any of her more
extreme outcries of individualism yet. Regardless, Yoshiko's progress is monitored heavily.

Following the YSS Genei's mission, she continued to captain small gunships and scout vessels for SAINT.
In YE 39 she was given command of the YSS Kōkatsu.

Skills

Communication

Yoshiko is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Yoshiko is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She can speak and
write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

Yoshiko received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_genei
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_39
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Technology Operation

Yoshiko is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Yoshiko received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Knowledge

As part of her training to be an officer, Yoshiko has been taught the history of Yamatai as well as a
history on major operations in SAINT. Yoshiko also has been taught the ins and outs of law in the
Yamataian Star Empire, specifically their relevence to SAINT operational procedure.

Leadership

As part of her command training Yoshiko has recieved a course in public speaking.

Rogue

Yoshiko has spent a few years in SAINT with a slightly above average career, hence her position as ship
captain of the YSS Genei. Yoshiko has expierience serving in a myriad of roles from infiltration to
detective work. Yoshiko's primary skill area though is in performing 'steakouts' where she would monitor
a subjects communications and movements throughout their daily life.

Inventory

Finances

Okano Yoshiko is currently a Shosa in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary of -salary-
per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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OOC Discussion

NPC captain for YSS Genkan

Character Data
Character Name Okano Yoshiko
Character Owner raz
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chusa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Captain
SAOY Assignment YSS Kōkatsu
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 4
Orders Orders
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